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Schematic Wiring Diagrams

Mounting Orientation

60RSM2
Switch positions indicated in bezel window.

60RSM3
Switch positions indicated in bezel window.
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The 60RSM2 or 60RSM3 can be mounted either 
vertically or horizontally to suit your application, but 
the switch mechanism and the number ring bezel will 
need to be set up accordingly. 

To ensure that the OFF position of the switch is at 
the top, the terminal screws should be accessible 
from the top. 

Select the vertical alignment or horizontal alignment 
number ring to suit your application. The number ring 
bezel has a notch that must be aligned to the notch 
in the fascia, and once aligned, OFF (‘0’) should be 
located at the top of the plate.
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EXAMPLE: Vertical Mount EXAMPLE: Horizontal Mount

Note: Terminal screws 
accessible from the 
top, to align with bezel 
OFF position.

Note: Terminal screws 
accessible from the top, to 
align with bezel OFF position.
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